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A new stability analysis method of time-delay systems (TDSs) called the monodromy operator approach has
been studied under the assumption that a TDS is represented as a time-delay feedback system consisting of
a nite-dimensional linear time-invariant (LTI) system and a pure delay. For applying this approach to TDSs
described by delay-dierential equations (DDEs), the problem of converting DDEs into representation as time-
delay feedback systems has been studied. With regard to such a problem, it was shown that, under discontinuous
initial functions, it is natural to dene the solutions of DDEs in two dierent ways, and the above conversion
problem was solved for each of these two denitions. More precisely, the solution of a DDE was represented
as either the state of the nite-dimensional part of a time-delay feedback system or a part of the output of
another time-delay feedback system, depending on which denition of the DDE solution one is talking about.
Motivated by the importance in establishing a thorough relationship between time-delay feedback systems and
DDEs, this paper discusses the opposite problem of converting time-delay feedback systems into representation
as DDEs, including the discussions about the conversion of the initial conditions. We show that the state of
(the nite-dimensional part of) a time-delay feedback system can be represented as the solution of a DDE
in the sense of one of the two denitions, while its \essential" output can be represented as that of another
DDE in the sense of the other type of denition. Rigorously speaking, however, it is also shown that the latter
representation is possible regardless of the initial conditions, while some initial condition could prevent the
conversion into the former representation. This study hence establishes that the representation of TDSs as
time-delay feedback systems possesses higher ability than that with DDEs, as description methods for LTI
TDSs with commensurate delays.
Keywords: time-delay systems; delay-dierential equations; concatenated solutions; system representation
1. Introduction
This paper is concerned with mathematical descriptions of time-delay systems (TDSs); delay-
dierential equations (DDEs) and time-delay feedback systems. The analysis of TDSs represented
as linear time-invariant (LTI) DDEs with commensurate delays described by
_x(t) = Jx(t) +
X
i=1




has been studied for many years (Bellen & Zennaro 2003, Bellman & Cooke 1963, Hale 1977, Hale
& Lunel 1993, Kolmanovskii & Nosov 1986, Kolmanovskii & Myshkis 1999). These conventional
studies dealt with the stability analysis of DDEs (1) based on the characteristics equation or the
Lyapunov-type stability theory.
On the other hand, a new approach to TDSs has been proposed recently (Hirata & Kokame
2003). In this approach, continuous-time TDSs are viewed as a sort of discrete-time systems
through the lifting technique (Bamieh & Pearson 1992, Yamamoto 1994) developed for sampled
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data systems. This study has been further extended, and a new bounded-operator-theoretic ap-
proach called the monodromy operator approach has been developed (Hagiwara 2008, Hagiwara
& Fujinami 2010, Hagiwara & Inui 2010, Hagiwara & Hirata 2011). This approach is based on
the assumption that a TDS is represented as a time-delay feedback system  as in Figure 1.
Here, F is a nite dimensional (FD) LTI system described by
F :
(
_q(t) = Aq(t) +Bu(t) (2a)
y(t) = Cq(t) +Du(t) (2b)
and H is a pure delay with delay length h;
H : u(t) = y(t  h); t  h (3)
To exploit the results on the monodromy operator approach in the analysis of TDSs described
by DDEs, one needs to convert DDEs into representation as  . Such conversion has been studied
in Hagiwara & Kobayashi (2011), in which it has been shown that the conversion problem can
be studied adequately enough only after introducing appropriate denitions of the solutions of
DDEs under discontinuous initial functions. As such, this conversion is not a trivial problem.
In fact, the pseudo concatenated solution and continuous concatenated solution (and the reg-
ular solution as a special case of these solutions) of the DDE (1) are dened under discontinuous
initial functions in Hagiwara & Kobayashi (2011) (the denitions of these solutions are reviewed
in Section 2). The discussions there have established that each type of solution can be repre-
sented as a signal of an associated time-delay feedback system, and have given explicit conversion
methods. To be more precise, the pseudo concatenated solution of a given DDE was described
as a part of the output y of an appropriate  , while the continuous concatenated solution as
the state q of F in another  . Furthermore, such a conversion problem has been extended in
Yamazaki & Hagiwara (2011) to encompass the case with external input and output.
This paper studies the opposite problem of converting a time-delay feedback system  into
representation as a DDE, including the conversion of the initial condition. More precisely, two
such methods are given, each of which corresponds to whether the pseudo concatenated solution
or continuous concatenated solution of the resulting DDE plays the role of representing a target
signal in  ; roughly speaking, the former solution corresponds to the case when the target
signal is the output y of F in  (Subsection 3.1), while the latter solution to the case when
the state q of F is the target (Subsection 3.2). In these methods, the coecient matrices and
(possibly discontinuous) initial functions of the resulting DDEs (which, in general, result in
commensurate delays) are given explicitly. Some further extension of such arguments is also
provided in Section 4. The studies on the forward conversion problem in the preceding study
(Hagiwara & Kobayashi 2011), together with the backward conversion problem in the present
study, clarify an entire picture on the mutual relationship between the representation of TDSs
with DDEs and that with time-delay feedback systems  . In particular, the arguments in the
present paper suggest the existence of a time-delay feedback system  such that, under some
initial condition, a target signal in  cannot be converted into representation as a DDE. As
such, the opposite conversion problem tackled in this paper is also nontrivial and signicant,
and to the best knowledge of the authors, this paper is the rst to have discussed such a mutual
relationship deeply and explicitly enough, and is believed to extend our understanding on TDSs.






Figure 1. Time-delay feedback system  .
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preceding study on the forward conversion) show that a time-delay feedback system  is more
versatile than a DDE as a model for representing a general TDS with a general initial condition
(see, e.g., Example 3). Clarifying this fact is one of the important contributions of this paper.
Nevertheless, it is denitely true that there exist vast wisdom and powerful tools for DDEs
collected and established over the history on the study of time-delay systems. Hence, one would
very naturally face with a desire of converting a model with a time-delay feedback system  into a
DDE representation, to draw benet from the knowledge on DDEs and their treatment collected
over the history. This paper establishes general methods for such (structural) conversion for any
time-delay feedback system  (even though the resulting DDE may only preserve a structural
aspect of  but might fail to retain the information on the initial condition, because preserving
both the structure and initial condition is generally impossible, as mentioned above and as it
turns out from the arguments in this paper). Such conversion methods would be very useful on
their own, and can be very useful tools in practical studies of time-delay feedback systems.
2. Denitions of the solutions of DDE
In the discussions about the conversion of  into a DDE, discontinuous initial functions arise
frequently, for which dening the solutions of DDEs contains subtle theoretical issues. Such
issues are quite relevant and important in the arguments of this paper. Hence, this section is
devoted to reviewing the denitions of the solutions of DDEs under possibly discontinuous initial
functions; see Hagiwara & Kobayashi (2011) for details.
2.1. Neutral DDE
Let us rst consider the neutral DDE with commensurate delays given by (1) under the possibly
discontinuous initial condition given by
x(t) = (t);  h  t < 0 (4a)
x(0) =  (4b)
where (t) is dened on the closed interval [ h; 0]; note that (t) is regarded to be dened
also at t = 0 to facilitate subsequent arguments. In conventional studies, it is customary to
assume that (t) is continuously dierentiable but in this paper, we only assume that (t) is
bounded and continuously dierentiable on each of the intervals [ ih;  (i  1)h) (i = 1;    ; ).
Furthermore, we do not assume that (0) = . Therefore, the initial function x(t);  h  t  0
is not necessarily left-continuous at t =  ih (i = 0;    ;    1), and (t);  h  t  0 is not
necessarily identical with the initial function (with possible discrepancy at t = 0). The initial
value problem under such an initial function is deeply related to the arguments of this paper.
We rst recall a solution of (1) in the strongest sense, i.e., a dierentiable solution, assuming
continuous dierentiability of the initial function
Definition 1: x(t); t   h is said to be a regular solution of (1) if the following three
conditions are satised: (i) it satises the initial condition (4) for  (= (0)) and (t) that is
continuously dierentiable on the interval [ h; 0]; (ii) it is dierentiable for t   h; (iii) it
satises (1) for t  0.
A regular solution is continuous at t = 0 by denition. Hence, it exists only if  = (0),
but this is not sucient for its existence. Therefore, to allow a solution of (1) only under the
continuous dierentiability assumption of (t), a weaker denition is necessary for its solution.
There are two directions for introducing such a weaker denition, both of which will admit
possible discontinuities of the initial function (t) at the same time.
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The rst direction is to consider the following modied DDE.
_v(t) = Jx(t) +
X
i=1




If each term on the right hand side of the second equation of (5) were dierentiable, then we would
immediately be led equivalently to (1), but we proceed to the following denition (Hagiwara &
Kobayashi 2011) without explicitly assuming such dierentiability.
Definition 2: x(t); t   h is said to be a pseudo concatenated solution of the modied DDE
(5) if the following three conditions are satised: (i) it satises the initial condition (4) for  and
(t) that is bounded and continuous on each of the intervals [ ih;  (i  1)h) (i = 1;    ; ); (ii)
v(t) is continuous for t  0; (iii) v(t) is dierentiable and satises the rst equation of (5) for t  0
except possibly at t = kh (k 2 N). In particular, such x(t) is said to be a pseudo concatenated
solution of the original DDE (1) if (i)' (t) is bounded and continuously dierentiable on each
of the intervals [ ih;  (i  1)h) (i = 1;    ; ).
Under (i)', a pseudo concatenated solution of the modied DDE (5) is dierentiable except
possibly at t = kh (k 2 N), which is the rationale for the latter part of the above denition. It
is obvious that v(t); t  0 is dierentiable except possibly at t = kh if and only if x(t) is. The
continuity requirement of v(t), however, does not necessarily mean that of x(t), and hence the
pseudo concatenated solution x(t) of (5) (or (1)) is not necessarily continuous; see the example
below. In contrast, the second direction (Hagiwara & Kobayashi 2011) in the following introduces
a weaker denition of solutions that are continuous, without referring to (5).
Definition 3: x(t); t   h is said to be a continuous concatenated solution of (1) if the
following three conditions are satised: (i) it satises the initial condition (4) for  and (t)
that is bounded and continuously dierentiable on each of the intervals [ ih;  (i   1)h) (i =
1;    ; ) and has limits limt! (i 1)h 0 (t) (i = 1;    ; ); (ii) it is continuous for t  0; (iii) it
is dierentiable and satises (1) for t  0 except possibly at t = kh (k 2 N).
We remark that the existence assumption of the limits in (i) is introduced to ensure the
existence of the limits limt!kh 0 x(t), because the denition does not make sense (no continuous
x(t) exists) if such limits do not exist.
Under an initial function (4) consistent with each of the above denitions, the existence of
a unique associated solution has been established (Hagiwara & Kobayashi 2011). If a regular
solution of (1) exists under some initial function, then it is at the same time a pseudo concate-
nated solution and a continuous concatenated solution for the same initial condition. However,
even if a continuous concatenated solution exists, it is not necessarily a pseudo concatenated
solution at the same time. Hence, Denitions 2 and 3 are generalizations of Denition 1 that are
independent of each other, in general.
Example 1: Let us consider the DDE _x(t) = _x(t   h) (which corresponds to  = 1, J = 0,
K1 = 1, L1 = 0) under the initial function given by x(t) = 0 ( h  t < 0), x(0) = 1. We
can readily verify that this DDE has the pseudo concatenated solution x(t) = k + 1 (kh  t <
(k + 1)h; k =  1; 0; 1;    ) and continuous concatenated solution x(t) =
(
0 ( h  t < 0)
1 (0  t) .
The above denitions consider discontinuities of the initial function only possibly at t =  ih
(i = 0;    ;  1). This is because considering some sort of discontinuity particularly at those time
instants seems quite important in studying the conversion of  with general initial conditions
into a DDE, as we shall see in Section 3.
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2.2. Retarded DDE
We next consider the particular case of Ki = 0 (i = 1;    ; ) in (1), i.e. the retarded DDE given
by




In this case, a regular solution can be dened as follows, without assuming dierentiability of
the initial function.
Definition 4: x(t); t   h is said to be a regular solution of (6) if the following three
conditions are satised: (i) it satises the initial conditions (4) for  (= (0)) and (t) that is
continuous on the interval [ h; 0]; (ii) it is dierentiable for t  0; (iii) it is satises (6) for
t  0.
Since Ki = 0 (i = 1;    ; ), it follows from the second equation of (5) that v(t) = x(t). Hence,
unlike the case of neutral DDEs, the denitions of pseudo and continuous concatenated solutions
degenerate to an identical one as given below (Hagiwara & Kobayashi 2011).
Definition 5: x(t); t   h is said to be a (continuous) concatenated solution of (6) if the
following three conditions are satised: (i) it satises the initial conditions (4) for  and (t)
that is bounded and continuous on each of the intervals [ ih;  (i  1)h) (i = 1;    ; ); (ii) x(t)
is continuous for t  0; (iii) x(t) is dierentiable and satises (6) for t  0 except possibly at
t = kh (k 2 N).
Remark 1: As in the preceding subsection, existence and uniqueness of a regular/concatenated
solution can be ensured in the retarded case, too, under such initial conditions as in the above
denitions (Hagiwara & Kobayashi 2011).
3. Conversion of a time-delay feedback system into a DDE
Let us consider the time-delay feedback system  in Figure 1. We assume that F in  is an
FDLTI system given by (2), where q(t) 2 Rn, u(t); y(t) 2 R, and H is the pure delay with
retardation h given by (3). We also denote the initial conditions of  by
q(0) =  (7a)
u(t) =  (t); 0  t < h (7b)
where the initial input  (t) to F is dened on the interval [0; h), continuous on this interval,
and 	(t) :=
R t
0  ()d has limit limt!h 0	(t), so that q(h) can be well-dened. The problem
we study in this paper is to represent the signals of  as the solution of some appropriate
DDEs. We remark that we might be led to   2 in the resulting DDE (1), even though H is a
(multi-channel) delay with single retardation h.
Rigorously speaking, however, we see that we must make the above problem formulation more
precise, because a DDE generally has two dierent types of solutions (i.e., pseudo and continuous
concatenated solutions; a regular solution can be regarded as a special case of these solutions).
Hence, we must be specic as to whether a target signal in  is to be represented as a pseudo
concatenated solution of an associated DDE or as a continuous concatenated solution of another
associated DDE, when we tackle the conversion problem of  into DDEs. We will tackle both
cases separately in Subsections 3.1 and 3.2.
Specically, Subsection 3.1 studies representing an \essential" output of F as the pseudo
concatenated solution of a DDE, while Subsection 3.2 studies representing the state of F as the
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continuous concatenated solution of another DDE. Considering these two combinations between
the output/state and the pseudo/continuous concatenated solutions (and not the other two
remaining) is believed to be essential since it is consistent with the preceding study on the
conversion of DDEs into time-delay feedback systems (Hagiwara & Kobayashi 2011); it has been
shown that a pseudo concatenated solution of a DDE is represented as a part of the output of
F in an appropriate time-delay feedback system  , while a continuous concatenated solution of
a DDE is represented as the state of F in another  .
We remark that the conversion methods provided in these two subsections can be conrmed
to lead to a reasonable consequence: the time-delay feedback system  obtained from a given
DDE (via the conversion method provided in Hagiwara & Kobayashi (2011) with respect to its
pseudo/continuous concatenated solution) can always be converted back into the original DDE
with respect to the same type of solutions, together with the same initial condition as the original
one.
3.1. Conversion into pseudo concatenated solution of DDE
In this subsection, we conne ourselves, without loss of generality, to the case when F in the
time-delay feedback system  is given by the form
F :
8>>><>>>:
























where q(t) 2 Rn, and satises the following assumption.










is controllable, its controllability index is , and
D 122 = 0 (10)
When  = 1, the matrix D22 is empty, and we regard that (10) is vacuously satised.
In fact, we can transform a general F into an \equivalent system" satisfying the above as-
sumption, as will be discussed shortly. Since the state q(t) of F is directly reected on y1(t)
but is not reect on y2(t) at all, we say that y1(t) is an \essential part" of y(t) (or an essential
output of F ). This subsection tackles the problem of representing the essential output of F in
the time-delay feedback system  as a pseudo concatenated solution of a DDE, given the initial
condition of  in (7).
3.1.1. Rationale for introducing Assumption 1
We begin by discussing why we assume the special form of the matrix \C" in (8b) and why the
above assumption does not cause loss of generality, provided that (D;C) (of F before equivalent
transformation into (8)) is assumed controllable. For the case when (D;C) is uncontrollable, see
the further arguments in Subsection 4.1.
To begin with, we note that the pure delay H commutes with multiplication by constant
matrices. This implies that any  with F given by (2) whose matrix C is of full column rank
can be equivalently transformed, through similarity transformation and input-output scaling
of F , into another  whose C is in the above special form. Even if the original C has rank
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deciency, we can introduce ctitious elements in y(t) and u(t) in such a way that the ctitious
elements in the augmented y(t) are, essentially, not fed back to the corresponding elements in
u(t). Hence, C can always be made to have full column rank in this way without essentially





, D = d, and C = [1 1], which is not of full
















These observations imply that assuming the above special form of C does not lead to any loss
of generality.
In connection with the above process of augmenting y(t) (and thus u(t), too), suppose that
the number of ctitious elements introduced into y(t) is taken as small as possible (i.e., equal to
the rank deciency of the original C). Then, we can show that the pair (9) constructed from the
matrices in (8b) is controllable if and only if the original (D;C) is. Furthermore, we can show
the following result relevant to the assumption (10).
Lemma 1: If the pair (9) is controllable and its controllability index is , then there exists a







; eD22 = ( eD22;ij) 1i;j=1 (11)
with square eD22;ii and eD22;ij = 0 (1  i  j     1).
The proof is given in Appendix A, which in fact shows that eD21 and eD22 can be made to have
sparse forms corresponding to a sort of controllable canonical form.
Similarity transformation of the pair (D;C) (and thus T in the above lemma) can be regarded
as scaling the input and output of F , which does not essentially change the feedback system  .
Hence, we may assume without loss of generality that the matrices in (8b) are already in such
forms as in (11). Then, (10) is satised due to the strict block lower triangular form of D22.
These observations imply that Assumption 1 does not lead to loss of generality.
3.1.2. Determining the matrices in DDE
On the basis of the above preparation, the conversion of  into DDE proceeds as follows by
paying attention to the response of the essential output y1(t).
It follows from (8b) and (3) that
y1(t) = q(t) +D11y1(t  h) +D12u2(t) (12a)
y2(t) = D21y1(t  h) +D22u2(t) (12b)
We are immediately led from (12b) and (3) to
u2(t) = D21y1(t  2h) +D22u2(t  h) (13)




Di 222 D21y1(t  ih) (14)
Substituting the above into (12a) yields
q(t) = y1(t) D11y1(t  h) D12
X
i=2
Di 222 D21y1(t  ih) (15)
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Furthermore, substituting (3), (14) and (15) into (8a) leads to
_q(t) = Ay1(t) + (B1  AD11) y1(t  h) + (B2  AD12)
X
i=2
Di 222 D21y1(t  ih) (16)
By comparing (15) and (16) with (5), we see that if
J = A; K1 = D11; Ki = D12Di 222 D21; L1 = B1  AD11; Li = (B2  AD12)Di 222 D21
(i = 2;    ; ) (17)
in (5), then the essential output y1(t) and the state q(t) of F in  is expected to coincide, over
t  0, with x(t) and v(t) of the DDE (5), respectively. However, the above discussions leave
issues on the initial conditions. From a viewpoint of dealing with the response of  under the
prescribed initial condition (7), we can only see that (12) hold for t  h, and (14) for t  h,
and thus (15) and (16) in fact hold only for t  h. Hence, we need to rigorously establish that
y1(t) of  could really coincide with the (pseudo concatenated) solution x(t) of the modied
DDE (5) (or that of the original DDE (1)) with the coecient matrices (17) under a suitably
determined initial function.
3.1.3. Determining the initial function of DDE
The unresolved issue raised above can be given the answer described by the following theorems,
whose proofs are given in Appendix B.
Theorem 1 : Suppose in the feedback system  that (i) F is described by (8), and (ii) the
initial input  (t), 0  t < h is bounded and continuous. Then, the essential output y1(t) of F
in  coincides, over t  0, with the pseudo concatenated solution x(t) of the modied DDE (5)
with the coecient matrices (17) under the initial function given by
x(t) = (t);  h  t < 0 (18a)





where (t) is such a function satisfying the following conditions: (t) is bounded and continuous
on each of the intervals [ ih;  (i  1)h) (i = 1;    ; ) and satises264 (t  h)X
i=2
Di 222 D21(t  ih)
375 =  (t); 0  t < h (19)
Theorem 2 : Suppose in the feedback system  that the condition (i) in Theorem 1 is satised
and (ii)' the initial input  (t); 0  t < h is bounded and continuously dierentiable. Then, the
essential output y1(t) of F in  coincides, over t  0, with the regular solution x(t) resulting
from the neutral DDE (1) with (17) under the initial function given by (18), provided that there
exists (t) satisfying the following conditions: (t) is continuously dierentiable on the interval
[ h; 0] and satises (19) and





_( 0) = A + D11 D12  _ (+0) +B (0) (20b)
The additional hypotheses in Theorem 2 on (t) correspond to the splicing condition (Bellen &
Zennaro 2003) (or the sewing condition (Kolmanovskii & Nosov 1986, Kolmanovskii & Myshkis
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1999)) which is known to ensure the existence of a regular solution (as a special case of a pseudo
concatenated solution).
Remark 2: Since (D22; D21) is controllable with controllability index    1 by Assump-
tion 1, existence of (t) satisfying the conditions in Theorem 1 is always ensured. Indeed,
[(t h)T ;    ; (t h)T ]T = diag[I; U yc ] (t) (0  t < h) is a solution, where U yc = UTc (UcUTc ) 1
denotes the pseudo inverse of Uc := [D21; D22D21;    ; D 222 D21]. Hence, the conversion prob-
lem considered in this subsection always has an answer (by allowing pseudo concatenated solu-
tions, rather than considering only regular solutions).
Remark 3: In Theorem 1, if the assumption (ii) is replaced by the stronger assumption (ii)'
in Theorem 2, then y(t); t  0 coincides with the pseudo concatenated solution x(t) of (1),
provided that the continuity assumption of (t) in the theorem is also strengthened to the
continuous dierentiability assumption.
Remark 4: Suppose that we are rst given a DDE (1) and its initial condition, and suppose
that we convert its pseudo concatenated solution into representation as a time-delay feedback
system via the method provided in Hagiwara & Kobayashi (2011). If we further consider convert-
ing the essential output of this time-delay feedback system  back into a DDE representation,
we can conrm that the above theorems lead to exactly the same DDE and its initial condition
as the original ones. Even though this is not surprising at all, it implies that these theorems
as well as the results in Hagiwara & Kobayashi (2011) give a complete solution to the mutual
conversion and comparison problems between DDEs and time-delay feedback systems in the
sense of pseudo concatenated solutions.
3.1.4. The retarded case
Under Assumption 1, (D22; D21) is controllable with controllability index    1. Hence, Ki
given by (17) reduces to Ki = 0 (i = 1;    ; ) (and thus the resulting DDE degenerates to a
retarded DDE (6)) if and only if D11 = 0 and D12 = 0. This fact leads to the following two
theorems (corresponding to Theorems 1 and 2, respectively).
Theorem 3 : Suppose in the feedback system  that (i) F is described by (8) with D11 = 0 and
D12 = 0, and (ii) the initial input  (t); 0  t < h is bounded and continuous. Then, the essential
output y1(t) of F in  coincides, over t  0, with the (continuous) concatenated solution x(t)
resulting from the retarded DDE (6) with (17) under the initial function given by (18), where
(t) is such a function satisfying the following conditions: (t) is bounded and continuous on
the each of the intervals [ ih;  (i  1)h) (i = 1;    ; ) and satises (19).
Theorem 4 : Suppose in the feedback system  that the conditions (i) and (ii) in Theorem 3
are satised. Then, the essential output y1(t) of F in  coincides, over t  0, with the regular
solution x(t) resulting from the retarded DDE (6) with (17) under the initial function given by
(18), provided that there exists (t) satisfying the following conditions: (t) is continuous on the
interval [ h; 0] and satises (19) and
(0) =  (21)
3.2. Conversion into continuous concatenated solution of DDE
In contrast to Subsection 3.1, this subsection tackles the problem of representing the state of F
in the time-delay feedback system  as a continuous concatenated solution of a DDE. To this
end, we introduce the following assumption.
Assumption 2: The pair (B;D) is observable and its observability index is .
If we recall the fact that Assumption 1 is essentially equivalent to the mere controllability
assumption of the pair (D;C), the above is dual to Assumption 1. For the case when (B;D) is
unobservable, see the further arguments in Subsection 4.2.
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3.2.1. Determining the matrices in DDE
The conversion of  into DDE proceeds as follows by paying attention to the response of the
state q(t).
It follows from (2b) and (3) that
u(t) = Cq(t  h) +Du(t  h) (22)




Di 1Cq(t  ih) +Dku(t  kh) (23)
Substituting the above equation into (2a) leads to
_q(t) = Aq(t) +
kX
i=1
BDi 1Cq(t  ih) +BDku(t  kh) (24)
Replacing t by t  (   k)h in (24), we have
_q(t  (   k)h) = Aq(t  (   k)h) +BDku(t  h) +
kX
i=1
BDi 1Cq(t  (   k + i)h)
(25)



















. . . BC
A







Here, the pseudo inverse U yo = (UTo Uo) 1UTo of Uo exists by Assumption 2. Hence, we have
u(t  h) = U yo
264 _q(t  h)...
_q(t  h)




from (26). By introducing the partitioning U yo =: [V1   V] and U yo eA =: [W1   W] (Vi; Wi 2
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Substituting (29) into (25) with k =  leads to the DDE
_q(t) = Aq(t) +
X
i=1








This implies that if




(i = 1;    ; ) (31)
in (1), then the state q(t) of the FDLTI system F in the time-delay feedback system  is expected
to coincide, over t  0, with the (continuous concatenated) solution x(t) of the DDE (1).
3.2.2. Determining the initial function of DDE
As in the preceding subsection, however, the above observation needs to be established rig-
orously. The following two theorems indeed give complete answers to the conversion problem
of the state of F into the continuous concatenated solution of the DDE (1), whose proofs are
given in Appendix B. For the ease in the statement of the theorems, we note the fact that u(t)
and q(t) (0  t < h) of  are determined by the initial conditions  and  given by (7), and
introduce the following notation fk(t;  ; ) to denote functions relevant to the response of  :






Liq(t  ih); kh  t < (k + 1)h (k = 0;    ;    1)
(32)
Theorem 5 : Suppose in the feedback system  that  (t) is continuous for 0  t < h, and
	(t) :=
R t
0  ()d has limit limt!h 0	(t). Then, the state q(t) of F in  coincides, over
t  0, with the continuous concatenated solution x(t) resulting from the neutral DDE (1) with
the coecient matrices (31) under the initial function given by
x(t) = (t);  h  t < 0 (33a)
x(0) =  (33b)
provided that there exists (t) satisfying the following conditions: (t) is bounded and con-
tinuously dierentiable on each of the intervals [ ih;  (i   1)h) (i = 1;    ; ), has limits
limt! (i 1)h 0 (t) (i = 1;    ; ), and satises
X
i=k+1
Ki _(t  ih) +
X
i=k+1
Li(t  ih) = fk(t;  ; ); kh  t < (k + 1)h (k = 0;    ;    1)
(34)
where fk(t;  ; ) is given by (32).
Theorem 6 : Suppose in the feedback system  that the conditions in Theorem 5 are satised.
Then, the state q(t) of F in  coincides, over t  0, with the regular solution x(t) resulting
from the neutral DDE (1) with (31) under the initial function given by (33), provided that there
exists (t) satisfying the following conditions: (t) is continuously dierentiable on the interval
[ h; 0] and satises (34) and
(0) =  (35a)
_( 0) = A +B (0) (35b)
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Remark 5: In contrast with Theorem 1 in the preceding subsection, existence of (t) satis-
fying the conditions in Theorem 5 is not necessarily ensured (see Example 3). However, if K
determined from (31) is invertible, there indeed exists such (t); to see this, it would suce to
consider solving (34) for _ by rearranging it into a form involving a block triangular matrix. For
K to be invertible, the matrix D must be invertible as shown in the following lemma The proof
is given in Appendix A.
Lemma 2: If B is of full row rank, the pair (B;D) is observable with observability index ,
and K determined from (31) is invertible, then D is invertible.
Even if D is invertible, however, K is not necessarily invertible. For example, this is the






240 0 11 0 0
0 1 0
35, for which B is of full column rank, D is invertible and the






Remark 6: Suppose that we rst convert a continuous concatenated solution of a given DDE
(1) under a given initial function into representation as a time-delay feedback system via the
method provided in Hagiwara & Kobayashi (2011). If we further consider converting the state
of this time-delay feedback system  back into a DDE representation, the above theorems lead
to the original DDE and the original initial function.
3.2.3. The retarded case
The coecient matrices Ki in (31) satises Ki = 0 (i = 1;    ; ) if and only if BD = 0. Thus
we obtain the following two theorems for the retarded case corresponding to Theorems 5 and 6,
respectively.
Theorem 7 : Suppose in the feedback system  that (i) BD = 0 and (ii)  (t) is continuous
for 0  t < h, and 	(t) := R t0  ()d has limit limt!h 0	(t). Then, the state q(t) of F in 
coincides, over t  0, with the continuous concatenated solution x(t) resulting from the DDE (6)
with (31) under the initial function given by (33), provided that there exists (t) satisfying the
following conditions: (t) is bounded and continuous on each of the intervals [ ih;  (i   1)h)
(i = 1;    ; ) and satises (34).
Theorem 8 : Suppose in the feedback system  that the conditions (i) and (ii) in Theorem 7
are satised. Then, the state q(t) of F in  coincides, over t  0, with the regular solution x(t)
resulting from the DDE (6) with (31) under the initial function given by (33), provided that there
exists (t) satisfying the following conditions: (t) is continuous on the interval [ h; 0] and
satises (34) and (21).
Remark 7: For the retarded case, if L = BD 1C (determined from (31)) is invertible, there
exists (t) satisfying the conditions in Theorem 7.
3.3. Illustrative Examples
This subsection is devoted to illustrating the conversion methods given in this section.
We rst give the following example, illustrating the situation that even if the same time-delay
feedback system and same initial conditions are considered, the coecient matrices and initial
functions of the corresponding DDEs can dier according to the two methods (or, depending on
what type of solution we are dealing with about the DDEs).
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q(t) + u(t) (36a)


















It follows from (36) and (37) that q(t) = [0;  1]T and y(t) = [1; 0]T for 0  t < h. As far as q(t)
is assumed continuous, we have q(h) = [0;  1]T . Since u(t) = [1; 0]T (=  (t  h)) for h  t < 2h












(t  0) (38)
Note that the essential output y1(t) coincides with y(t) itself in this example.
Next, we consider converting the above  through the methods in Subsections 3.1 and 3.2,
respectively.
(i) Conversion of the essential output into a pseudo concatenated solution of DDE






















;  h  t  0 (40)
We can readily verify that (t) corresponding to the above initial function satises the additional
conditions in Theorem 2, too, and the DDE (39) under this initial function has the regular
solution x(t) = [1; 0]T , t   h (as a special case of pseudo concatenated solutions). This regular
solution coincides, over t  0, with the above y(t), and this implies that the conversion is indeed
successful.
(ii) Conversion of the state into a continuous concatenated solution of DDE







































The DDE (41) together with (42) leads to x(t) = [0;  1]T , 0  t < h. If we note x(h) = [0;  1]T
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by continuity by the denition of continuous concatenated solutions, we can repeat the arguments
and readily have the continuous concatenated solution of (41) given by x(t) = [0;  1]T for
t  0, where x(t),  h  t < 0 is an arbitrary function satisfying (42a), such as1 x(t) =
[x1; x1  1]T ;  h  t < 0 with an arbitrary x1. Since this continuous concatenated solution x(t)
is identical, over t  0, with q(t) in (38), we see that the conversion is indeed successful.
In addition to what has been described just before the above example, the verication with this
example has two meanings. The rst meaning is obviously that we have demonstrated the validity
of our theorems, which would be useful if one is interested in analyzing a time-delay feedback
system through the vast wisdom and various tools available for DDEs. The second meaning is
relevant to Remarks 2 and 5. This example corresponds to  = 1 both in Assumptions 1 and 2
(since D22 is empty), and Remark 2 always ensures the existence of (t  h); 0  t < h for the
rst part of the example, which in fact is unique by (19). For the second part of the example
dealing with continuous concatenated solutions, on the other hand, Remark 5 has suggested a
possibility that no adequate  could be found, leading to failure in converting  into a DDE.
This might lead to a suspicion that the condition in Theorem 5 might in fact hold only in a
very restrictive situations. We have given some observation for such a suspicion by showing a
situation in which there actually exist innitely many  satisfying the required condition. This
is in sharp contrast with the rst part of the example in which  was unique, and might suggest
an essential dierence in the two independent conversion problems that is worth investigating
in the future.
As stated earlier, there is a slight dierence in the feasibility of the above two conversion
methods; if no (t) satises the conditions in Theorem 5 (or Theorem 6), these theorems cannot
give an answer to the conversion problem considered in Subsection 3.2, unlike that in Subsec-
tion 3.1. This fact essentially implies that the state q(t) of a time-delay feedback system  is
not always convertible into representation as a continuous concatenated solution of a DDE. We
give an example illustrating such a situation.








q(t) + u(t) (43a)






Here, it is obvious that (A;B) and (D;C) are controllable, and (C;A) and (B;D) are observable.
The corresponding DDE with respect to its regular/continuous-concatenated solution determined
by (31) is given by
_x(t) = Ax(t) +D _x(t  h) + (C  DA)x(t  h) (44)
Here, f0(t;  ; ) is dened as f0(t;  ; ) :=  (t); 0  t < h by (32). Hence, by (34), the initial
function x(t) = (t);  h  t < 0 should satisfy











1(t  h); 0  t < h (45)
1We could take x(t) = [0;  1]T ;  h  t < 0 by letting x1 = 0, in which case the above continuous concatenated solution
of (41) in fact becomes a regular solution.
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If  (t) = [1; 1]T , 0  t < h, however, no (t), h  t < 0 satises the above. Hence,  under such
an initial input cannot be converted into a DDE in the sense of regular/continuous-concatenated
solutions (through Theorems 5 and 6), regardless of (= q(0)).
4. Further extension by the introduction of auxiliary signals
This section extends the discussions in the preceding section by introducing auxiliary signals.
Such arguments indeed give an answer to the conversion problems discussed in the preceding
section without assuming the controllability of (D;C) and the observability of (B;D).
4.1. Conversion into pseudo concatenated solution of DDE without controllability
assumption
This subsection deals with the case when F is described by (8), and relate the behavior of 
with the pseudo concatenated solution of the modied DDE (5). Unlike in Subsection 3.1, we
do not assume that the pair (D;C) is controllable.
First, we dene q1(t) := q(t) and q2(t) := 0 for t  0, where q2(t) 2 R n (note that we may
assume   n by following the arguments in 3.1.1). With the introduction of this auxiliary signal









































where A2 and A3 are arbitrary matrices with compatible sizes. The above system in turn is
equivalent to
_eq(t) = eAeq(t) + eBu(t) (47a)
y(t) = eq(t) + eDu(t) (47b)
if we dene eq(t) = [q1(t)T ; q2(t)T ]T and
eA = A A20 A3

; eB = B1 B20 0

; eD = D (48)
The equivalent system of F described by (47) corresponds to (8) with D22 being an empty
matrix, and thus it satises Assumption 1 with  = 1. Hence by Theorem 1, the signal y(t) of
F coincides, over t  0, with the pseudo concatenated solution ex(t) resulting from
_ev(t) = eAex(t) + ( eB   eA eD)ex(t  h); ev(t) = ex(t)  eD _ex(t  h) (49)
under the initial function given by
ex(t) :=  (t+ h);  h  t < 0 (50a)
ex(0) := eq(0) + eD (0) =  0

+ eD (0) (50b)
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provided that  (t) is bounded and continuous. In particular, if  (t) is bounded and continuously
dierentiable, if limt!h 0  (t) exists and coincides with (50b), and if limt!h 0 _ (t) exists and
_ (h  0) = eA  0

+ eD _ (+0) + eB (0) (51)
is satised, then by Theorem 2, y(t) coincides with the regular solution of (49) under (50).
Note that the above conversion procedure is free from the controllability assumption of (the
original) (D;C), and follows only from the unrestrictive (and non-essential) assumption that
C = [I; 0]T . From the viewpoint of describing the behavior of the essential part y1(t) 2 Rn
of the output y(t) of F , however, this is achieved at the price of introducing an augmented
vector ex(t) 2 R (  n) to give an associated (higher-order or augmented) DDE, unlike in the
arguments in Subsection 3.1.
4.2. Conversion into continuous concatenated solution of DDE without observability
assumption
This subsection gives a conversion method related to the continuous concatenated solution of
(1), without assumption on the observability of (B;D). We rst note by arguments similar to
the second paragraph of 3.1.1 that F in (2) may be assumed, without loss of generality, to be
given by the form

































































where A2 and A3 are arbitrary matrices with compatible sizes (note that q2(t) is not identically
zero, in general). The above system is further equivalent to
_eq(t) = eAeq(t) + u(t) (54a)
y(t) = eCeq(t) + eDu(t) (54b)
where we dene eq(t) = [q1(t)T ; q2(t)T ]T and
eA =  A 0
A2 A3

; eC = C1 0
C2 0

; eD = D (55)
The system F in the above equivalent form satises Assumption 2 with  = 1. Hence by The-
orem 5, the above signal eq(t) coincides, over t  0, with the continuous concatenated solutionex(t) resulting from the DDE
_ex(t) = eAex(t) + eD _ex(t  h) + ( eC   eD eA)ex(t  h) (56)
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under the initial function given by
ex(t) = e(t);  h  t < 0 (57a)




provided that there exists bounded and continuously dierentiable e(t) that has the limit e( 0)
and satises
( eC   eD eA)e(t) + eD _e(t) =  (t+ h);  h  t < 0 (58)
If  (t) satises the condition in Theorem 5, there exists such e(t) if eD is invertible. However, if it
is not invertible, then it could occur that no such e(t) exists whatever matrices A2 and A3 we may
choose. For example, this is indeed the case if A = C1 = C2 = D11 = 1, D12 = D21 = D22 = 0
and  (t) = [1; 0]T (0  t < h), for which (B;D) is unobservable in (52), while it is observable
in the augmented representation by (54).
This situation is in sharp contrast with the parallel arguments in the case of the pseudo
concatenated solutions of (5), in which introducing the auxiliary signal q2(t) 2 R n always
made it possible to convert  into an (augmented) DDE.
The discussions in Section 3 are based on the implicit assumption that x(t) in the DDE
converted from  must have the same number of elements as the state q(t) of F . On the other
hand, this section has revealed the fact that relaxing this assumption could enable us to convert
 with more general F into a DDE by introducing the auxiliary signals.
5. Conclusion
This paper studied the problem of converting linear time-invariant (LTI) time-delay systems
(TDS) described by time-delay feedback systems  as in Figure 1 into representation as delay-
dierential equations (DDEs) described by (1), including the discussions of initial conditions.
Two such methods were given by assuming the controllability of the pair (D;C) or observability
of (B;D). In the rst method, an essential part of the output of  was made to coincide, over
t  0, with the pseudo concatenated solution of the neutral DDE (1) with commensurate delays
(or the modied DDE (5), or the concatenated solution of the retarded DDE (6), depending on
the parameters and initial condition of  ), while the second method showed a method to make
the state of  coincide, over t  0, with the continuous concatenated solution of the neutral DDE
(1) (or that of the retarded DDE (6)). We also gave an example illustrating the fact that even if
the same feedback system  and same initial conditions are considered, the coecient matrices
(and initial functions) of the corresponding DDEs can dier according to the two methods (or
equivalently, which signal in  is to be converted into a DDE representation).
Next, this paper extended such conversion methods by introducing auxiliary signals (without
changing  essentially). The augmented systems obtained by this treatment can always be
converted into (augmented) DDEs, without the above-mentioned controllability/observability
assumption. In short, we showed that if we relax the implicit assumption that x(t) in the DDEs
converted from  must have the same number of elements as the state q(t) of F , we can enlarge
the class of  that can be converted into (higher-order) DDEs.
Nonetheless, we also gave an example illustrating that some time-delay feedback systems 
cannot be converted into DDEs. This implies that some TDS can be represented as  but not
as a DDE. This, together with the fact that LTI DDEs with commensurate delays can always
be converted into  regardless of initial functions (Hagiwara & Kobayashi 2011), establishes
that representation as LTI time-delay feedback systems  possesses higher ability than that as
DDEs, as description methods for TDSs with commensurate delays.
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Appendix A. Proofs of lemmas
We introduce the following lemma for the preparation of the proof of Lemma 1.












where eB0;1 is of full row rank and ( eA0;22; eA0;21) is controllable with controllability index    1.
Proof : Let the singular value decomposition of B0 be B0 = U00V0. Then, T0 = U0 leads to
the assertion. This is especially easy to see when  = 2; it is obvious from the denition of
singular value decomposition that T 10 B0 has the desired form as in (A1) with full-row-rankeB0;1 (for any ). Furthermore, by the full-row-rank property of the partial controllability matrix
Ck(A0; B0) := [B0; A0B0;    ; Ak 10 B0] with k =  = 2, or equivalently C2(T 10 A0T0; T 10 B0) =
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 eB0;1 eA0;11 eB0;1
0 eA0;21 eB0;1

, it follows that eA0;21 is of full row rank. This implies that ( eA0;22; eA0;21) is
controllable with controllability index 1 (=    1).
To conrm the assertion for  = 3, we have to verify that Ck( eA0;21; eA0;22) is of full row rank
for k =    1 = 2 but not for k < 2. Taking account of the structure of the matrix
C3(T 10 A0T0; T 10 B0) =
" eB0;1 eA0;11 eB0;1 eA20;11 eB0;1 + eA0;12 eA0;21 eB0;1
0 eA0;21 eB0;1 eA0;21 eA0;11 eB0;1 + eA0;22 eA0;21 eB0;1
#
(A2)
(which has full row rank by the assumption that  = 3), it follows from the full-row-rank property
of eB0;1 that the second block-column can be used to cancel the rst terms on the third block-
column (through column manipulations using a matrix X1 such that eB0;1X1 =   eA0;11 eB0;1).
This implies that the following matrix has full row rank. eB0;1 eA0;11 eB0;1 eA0;12 eA0;21 eB0;1
0 eA0;21 eB0;1 eA0;22 eA0;21 eB0;1

(A3)
It then follows from the structure of the above matrix that [ eA0;21 eB0;1 eA0;22 eA0;21 eB0;1] =
C2( eA0;22; eA0;21 eB0;1) is of full row rank. Since eB0;1 has full row rank, this obviously implies that
C2( eA0;22; eA0;21) also has full row rank. However, C1( eA0;22; eA0;21) = eA0;21 does not have full row
rank, because otherwise it follows from (A2) that C2(T 10 A0T0; T 10 B0) also has full row rank; this
obviously contradicts the assumption that  = 3. This completes the arguments for conrming
the assertion for the case  = 3.
For  = 4, we can apply similar arguments by further introducing matrices X21 and X22
such that eB0;1X21 =   eA20;11 eB0;1 and eB0;1X22 =   eA0;12 eA0;21 eB0;1 to conrm that C3( eA0;22; eA0;21)
has full row rank but Ck( eA0;22; eA0;21) does not for k < 3. Alternatively, by taking the third
block-column of (A3) and noting that eA0;11 eA0;12eA0;21 eA0;22




 eA0;12 eA0;21 eB0;1 +  eA0;12eA0;22
 eA0;22 eA0;21 eB0;1 (A4)
=  
 eA0;11eA0;21
 eB0;1X22 +  eA0;12eA0;22
 eA0;22 eA0;21 eB0;1 (A5)
where the rst term on the right hand side is a result of column manipulations on the second
block-column of (A3), we can see that C4(T 10 A0T0; T 10 B0) has the same rank as" eB0;1 eA0;11 eB0;1 eA0;12 eA0;21 eB0;1 eA0;12 eA0;22 eA0;21 eB0;1
0 eA0;21 eB0;1 eA0;22 eA0;21 eB0;1 eA20;22 eA0;21 eB0;1
#
(A6)
We can then easily see that ( eA0;22; eA0;21 eB0;1) has controllability index 3 (=    1), and so does
( eA0;22; eA0;21).
The assertion for general  can be conrmed along the same line. That is, we can conrm the
assertion through
rank Ck(A0; B0) = rank
 eB0;1 
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Proof of Lemma 1 : If B0 = [I; 0]T in Lemma 3 (note that the pair (9) under considera-
tion corresponds to such a case), it follows from the above proof that we can choose T0 = I.
This implies that (D22; D21) is controllable with controllability index    1. We can then apply
Lemma 3 again to (A0; B0) = (D22; D21) (unless D21 is of full column rank so that the control-
lability index of (D22; D21) is 1); let us denote by T01 the resulting similarity transformation.
Let bT01 := diag[I; T01] and apply the similarity transformation with eT01 to the pair (9). Then,






for some bD1, bA21 and bA22, where bD1 is of full column rank and ( bA22; bA21) is controllable with con-
trollability index  2. If bA21 is not of full column rank (or equivalently, if the controllability index
of ( bA22; bA21) is greater than 1), then we can further apply Lemma 3 to (A0; B0) = ( bA22; bA21).
Hence, applying Lemma 3 to the pair (9) recursively yields its similarity transform given by
0BBBBBB@
26666664
    bD1    
0
. . .   
...
. . . bD 2  










where bDi (i = 1;    ;    1) are of full row rank.
Since bD 1 is of full row rank, we can determine X such that the similarity transformation






applied to the above pair leads to
0BBBBBB@
26666664
   0 0bD1   0 0
0
. . .  0 0
...
. . . bD 2 0 0










Next, since bD 2 is of full row rank, we can have
0BBBBBB@
26666664
  0 00 00bD1  0 00 00
0
. . . 0 00 00
...
. . . bD 2 0 0
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through the similarity transformation
diag[I; T2]; T2 =
24 I Y1 Y20 I 0
0 0 I
35 (A13)
with Y1 and Y2 determined appropriately. Repeating similar arguments leads to0BBBBBB@
26666664
? ? ? ? ?bD1 0    0 0
0




. . . bD 2 0 0










This completes the proof. 
Proof of Lemma 2 : We prove the assertion by contradiction. Without loss of generality, we
may assume B = [I 0]. IfD is not invertible, there exists nonzero  = [T1 ; 
T
2 ]
T such thatD = 0.
By the above form of B, it follows from the observability of (B;D) that 1 6= 0. Multiplying Uo
from the right of [K1    K] = BDU yo leads to
K1    K

Uo = BD = 0 (A15)
Here, recalling that B = [I 0], the left-hand side is













3775 = K1 (A16)
This implies that K is not invertible. 
Appendix B. Proofs of theorems
Proof of Theorem 1 : We have seen in 3.1.2 that a pseudo concatenated solution of DDE (5)
(or that of DDE (1)) is expected to coincide with the essential output y1(t) of F in  . However,
there are some issues to be resolved; discussions there do not clarify how the suitable initial
condition should be given. Roughly speaking, this proof shows that under the initial function
given in Theorem 1, the DDE admits a pseudo concatenated solution and it indeed coincides
with the essential output y1(t).
For 0  t < h, substituting (17) and (19) into (8b) leads to
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Then substituting the above into (8a) yields




if we note (17) and (19). Here, it follows from (8a) and (18a) that q(t) is (continuous and)
dierentiable for 0  t < h. Comparing (B1) and (B2) with the modied DDE (5) leads to
v(t) = q(t) and x(t) = y1(t) for 0  t < h, if we note that v(0) = q(0) and x(0) = y1(0) by (7),
(17), (18b) and (19). Hence, for h  t < 2h, it follows from (8b) and (3) that
u1(t) = y1(t  h) = x(t  h); h  t < 2h (B3a)
u2(t) = [D21 D22] (t  h); h  t < 2h (B3b)
Substituting (19) into (B3b) leads to
u2(t) = D21(t  2h) +D22
X
i=2








Di 222 D21(t  ih); h  t < 2h (B4)
if we note (10). It follows from (B3a) and (B4) that (a) the \initial input" (under the time
advanced by h) of F for h  t < 2h is given by the relation corresponding to (19) with the time
advances by h (in other words, \the same " satises (19) under the time advance by h).
Furthermore, it follows from boundedness of  (t) that limt!h 0 q(t) exists, and as far as we
consider only continuous q(t) and v(t) according to the underlying denition, we have v(h) =
q(h) := limt!h 0 q(t). It then follows from the second equation of (5), (17), (B3a) and (B4) that
the pseudo concatenated solution of (5) satises x(h) = v(h) +K1x(0) +
P
i=2Ki( (i   1)h)




22 D21( (i   1)h) = q(h) + [D11D12]u(h). This implies that
(b) the \initial value" of q that we view by advancing the time by h is given by the relation
corresponding to (18b) with the time advanced by h. The above two facts (a) and (b) about the
time advance by h enable us to repeat the arguments, which immediately completes the proof
of the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 2 : The existence of the (unique) regular solution of neutral DDE (1) is
ensured by the following conditions (Hagiwara & Kobayashi 2011): (t) is continuously dier-
entiable on the interval [ h; 0] and satises
(0) =  (B5a)
_( 0) = J(0) +
X
i=1




We can readily verify that the additional assumptions in Theorem 2 correspond to such require-
ments. Hence the pseudo concatenated solution introduced in the above proof actually becomes
the regular solution (because a regular solution is a pseudo concatenated solution at the same
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time and a pseudo concatenated solution is unique). 
Proof of Theorem 5 : As discussed in 3.2.2, a continuous concatenated solution of DDE
(1) is expected to coincide with the state q(t) of F in  . Roughly speaking, this proof veries
that under the initial function given in Theorem 5, the DDE admits a continuous concatenated
solution and it indeed coincides with the state q(t).
For 0  t < h, it follows from (2a) and (31) together with (32) and (34) with k = 0 that
_q(t) = Jq(t) +
X
i=1




By (7a) and (33b), we readily have x(0) = q(0), and then (B6) immediately leads to x(t) = q(t)
on the interval [0; h). If we note the assumptions on (t), it is obvious that q(t) is (continuous
and) continuously dierentiable on this interval. Furthermore, the assumptions on  (t) ensure
the existence of limt!h 0 q(t), and as far as we conne ourselves to continuous q(t) and x(t)
for t  0, we are led to dening x(h) = q(h) by the above limit. Since (34) holds on each of
the intervals [kh; (k + 1)h) (k = 1;    ;    1), we can repeat similar arguments to establish
that x(t) = q(t) is (continuous and) continuously dierentiable on each of these intervals. In
particular, we are led to x(h) = q(h) by continuity.




Ki _q(t  ih) +
X
i=1
Liq(t  ih); t  h (B7)
This together with x(h) = q(h) immediately leads to x(t) = q(t) also for t  h, where
such x(t) is (continuous and) continuously dierentiable on each of the intervals [kh; (k + 1)h)
(k = 0; 1;    ). Hence, it is obviously a continuous concatenated solution of the DDE (1). This
leads to the assertion of the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 6 : As in the proof of Theorem 2, we can readily verify that the additional
hypotheses in Theorem 6 ensure the existence of the regular solution. Hence the continuous
concatenated solution introduced in the above proof actually becomes the regular solution. 
Theorems for the retarded case (Theorems 3 and 4, and Theorems 7 and 8) can be proved
similarly to the neutral case, and the details are omitted.
